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NEW TIME PRESENTS
“CALAIS 2037”

STARRING: TANYA FEAR, ANGUS WRIGHT, FIONA BUTTON,

JENNY AGUTTER, SAMUEL WEST, HARRY LLOYD, SHANE TAYLOR,

ALEXANDER COBB, WITH WILLIAM HOPE AND JAMES FLEET.

EDITED BY GREGORY BUNKER, PRODUCED BY KARL BROADWAY,

WRITTEN, DIRECTED & ENGINEERED BY FREDDY CASS.
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You’ll hear many things walking late at night 
from the ferry terminal at Calais to the sea-
front apartments that line the beach. Along 
with the incessant deep hum of the port, 
there’s also the sound of the wind* as it be-
rates the towering fences, keeping out the 
many desperate faces of the world’s aban-
doned, hiding in the bushes beside the 
road leading up to the port gates — the 
gates of England. There is no equivalence, 
no judgements; no single simplified villain 
to blame for the plight of those beating at 
the gates of Blake’s Jerusalem. Be it civil 
war, political violence or persecution, the 
stateless misery persisting in the waiting 
rooms of Calais is as old as civilisation itself. 
Try as we might to outgrow the forces of 
nationhood and the borderlines that hold 
them together, without a place to call 
home; without a spec of soil to call one’s 
own, a person can — and often will — lose 
their mind.

It is this same madness, this eternal fever 
of the exiled soul, that drives the charac-
ters of “Calais 2037”. They live in hope of a 
much-fabled return to “… the England of 
our dreams”. “Dreams” being the key word 
— for the grim reality of exile is in fact that 
of vivid fantasy, whether that’s the desire to 
reach your new promised land, or the will 
to return to one that was taken from you, 
either reality requires its nomadic vessel to 
dream of a place that probably doesn’t 
exist, and probably never did.

A great deal of Marsha Everlyn’s story of 
exile and heartache was written in the very 
seafront apartment in which one imagines 
her and Sophie would be living — overlook-
ing the deep beach of Calais with ferries 
passing and, if clear enough, with the faint-
est view of the shimmering white cliffs of 
England on the horizon. I think most 
people would probably find themselves 
going mad if held up in a claustrophobic 
apartment, with no one but a bunch of im-
agined English exiles to keep them compa-
ny — and I was no exception.

However, what came to haul the drama 
from the mind even more than the cabin 
fever I had cast myself in was a powerful 
feeling of longing. I’ve lived abroad; been a 
thousand miles from home, but there I 
was, barely thirty miles from England and 
it’s grip on my imagination had never been 
tighter — a longing for what it was, for what 
it could be. It was only when I returned that 
I realised what had happened to me. I had 
been consumed by that familiar fever, the 
same fever gripping the souls of Calais 
exiles past, present and future. A dream of 
a promised land that asks not what we are 
today, but what we could be tomorrow if 
given the chance.

This is what the fever does to you, and if 
you think you’d be able to escape its grasp, 
if ever put in a situation such as that which 
faces those held up in the Calais of today 
or tomorrow, then think again. After all, try 
as we might, as people we’re almost inca-
pable of escaping the respective pulls of 
our most fundamental urge and instinct. 
Whether standing on a beach in Calais 
screaming into the wind, or crouching on 
the side of the road ogling the lorries as 
they’re loaded onto the ferries without you 
— the urge is hope; the instinct is fear… The 
fear of losing hope.

Writer and director Freddy Cass 
on the perspectives and emotions 
that underpin and fuel the drama 
in “Calais 2037”.
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*The sound of the wind “berating” the fences of 
the port in Calais is used as a sound effect in 
Part’s I & V of New Time’s “Calais 2037”.



New Time CEO and “Calais 2037” 
producer, Karl Broadway on VR, 
First Person Immersive (FPI) Audio 
and mediums on the march.

A great deal has been said in recent years 
about how content will be consumed by 
audiences in the future. A great deal has 
also been invested, with various interest-
ed parties finding themselves with a par-
ticular taste for Virtual Reality (VR). This 
swell of investment, totalling well into the 
billions, has seen VR take centre stage as 
companies have been looking to crack 
the code and bring a mass market con-
sumer product to fruition. Despite a 
seemingly limitless supply of capital, VR in 
almost all its forms remains tethered to 
labouring headsets and offers nothing 
but scarce, gimmicky content that, given 
the value attributed to the industry by its 
many investors, is making those investors 
and their VR show-ponies look as if 
they’re trapped in some kind of reality 
distortion or, if you will — a virtual reality 
of their own.

At New Time, we never actually set out to 
create a piece of VR audio content. How-
ever, through a content-first (as supposed 
to the conventional tech-first, con-
tent-second approach of the VR industry 
at large), we took a script for radio and 
evolved it into what we call a “First Person 
Immersive” (FPI) audio drama — a gateway 
medium for VR as a serious storytelling 
medium for an audience beyond the ear-
ly-adopters and the Silicon Valley Hip-
sters.

Now, “it’s just a podcast,” I hear you cry. 
That’s because we at New Time are prag-
matists — a quality understandably lacking 
in most companies operating in the VR 
sector — and because once again, for us 
it’s all about content.

In the New Time studio, turning on the 
full FPI experience (by which we mean 
four channel ambisonics, where the lis-
tener is able to move their head inside 
the virtual sound-space) is but a flick of a 
switch for us. But we appreciate that this 
is not where the audience is at present, in 
consumption culture or in their usage of 
or access to the technologies required to 
experience FPI audio in its most evolved 
form. And the truth is, we’re not quite 
ready for it either. Despite it being little 
more than a flick of a switch for us in pro-
duction, in terms of its practical distribu-
tion, full FPI audio in ambisonic is not 
quite ready for prime time. But as the few 
obstacles that remain are overcome (ob-
stacles like — how can we efficiently deliv-
er four channel, preferably lossless, ambi-
sonic files to the listener, and how do we 
get wearable and non-cumbersome 
head-tracking hardware on their ears in 
large numbers), New Time and our future 
competitors will be able to build on the 
embryonic FPI audio experience heard on 
“Calais 2037” and, hopefully, carve out a 
serious place in the media diets of listen-
ers (and dare I say, watchers) for FPI con-
tent made for audio and beyond.

As I said, turning on the full FPI audio ex-
perience is but a flick of a switch for us. 
But right now, for us and the listener, FPI 
is a dial… with “Calais 2037” we just 
turned it up a notch. Welcome to the 
future of storytelling.
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Visit New Time on Medium for shareable ver-
sions of these pieces + exclusive extra content, 
including “Breaking The Sound Barrier” in which 
New Time’s Lead Engineer takes us behind the 
mics on “Calais 2037”.



THE MUSIC OF “CALAIS 2037”

“‘Jupiter’ (From The Planets Suite)”
Composed by Gustov Holst in 1918.

Arranged and programmed by Freddy Cass.

“Jerusalem”
Words written by William Blake in 1804 (printed in 1808).

Arranged and performed by Freddy Cass.

“I’m A Fool (To Leave You)”
Written and performed by Freddy Cass.

“John’s Mood”
Written and performed by Freddy Cass.

“God Save The King”
Unknown composer (adopted as the British national anthem 

in 1745)
Arranged and programmed by Freddy Cass.

“Drive Away”
Written and performed by Freddy Cass.

“Reaching Out For Heaven (Waltz)”
Written and performed by Freddy Cass.

“Elgar’s Nightmare”
Based on a theme from “Symphony No. 1”. 

Composed by Edward Elgar in 1908. 
Arranged and programmed by Freddy Cass.

“Beethoven’s Nightmare”
From the album “Welcome To Strange Town” (℗ & © 2018 New 

Time Productions Ltd.).
Based on “Ode To Joy” from “Symphony No. 9”.
Composed by Ludwig Van Beethoven in 1824. 

Arranged and performed by Freddy Cass.

“Come To This”
Written and performed by Freddy Cass.

“Fantasia On A Theme by Thomas Tallis”
Composed by Vaughn Williams in 1910. 

Arranged for piano by Freddy Cass.

“Tell It”
Written and performed by Freddy Cass.

“An Extract From ‘Arcadia: A European Opera’”
Written and performed by Freddy Cass.

“Camille’s Quartet”
Based on a theme from “Symphony No. 3”
Composed by Camille Saint-Saëns in 1886
Arranged and performed by Freddy Cass.

“I Vow To Thee (Violin)”
From “‘Jupiter’ (From The Planets Suite)”. 

Composed by Gustav Holst in 1918. 
Performed by Freddy Cass.

“Tallis On Calais Pier” (From “Trailer”)
Based on a theme by Thomas Tallis (written in 1567). 

Arranged and performed by Freddy Cass.

Special thanks to the freesound.org community for their 
generosity in sound. The following sounds were used under 

Creative Commons attribution licence 0 &1.0: 

(Format: freesoundnumber_freesoundusername_soundname)

384359__ali-6868__waves-crashing-against-wall-breakwater, 389798__kr-
nash__heavy-knock-on-door, 392698__screamstudio__moving-low-frequencies, 

398612__djcdelahaye__jetatdawn-binaural, 414825__organicmanpl__church-bell, 
369880__splicesound__alarm-clock-beep-close-perspective, 

352374__kinoton__cruise-ship-horn, 343740__gamerampc__radio-transmis-
sion-morse-code, 341866__edsward__churchbellkonstanz, 321068__papercutter-
john__church-door, 316855__kwahmah-02__the-pips, 266525__ivolipa__bells-dis-
tant-in-town, 241775__hchiurciu__radio-interference, 239618__klankbeeld__ko-
ran-recitation-radio, 235351__ubehag__norwegian-f16-passing-overhead-binau-

ral, 199483__martinimeniscus__ticker-tape-machine-ff, 189785__dnewton-
jr__cow-bell, 186407__nauix26__chair-stand-up, 181071__dwareing__helicopter, 

180842__toiletrolltube__radio-female-german, 178247__eneasz__parliament-nois-
es, 171107__conundrumer__helicopter-in-the-sky, 156560__cormi__crowd-sit-

ting-down, 154948__spectrm__radio-white-noise, 80449__turtlelg__jaildoorclose, 
78389__inchadney__seagulls, 72848__7by7__posh-dinner-party, 67882__gyzhor__-
dive-mixdown, 49304__domingus__pescadores-oman, 94927__higginsdj__show-

er-screen-door-slide-open-closed-24-96-stereo, 170421__eelke__nissan-leaf, 
189785__dnewtonjr__cow-bell, 242725__rucisko__rooflight-open, 271980__l3v1s-

tus__phone-call, 278204__ianstargem__switch-flip, 328541__vendar-
ro__deep-horn, 337700__harveyjnz__radio-interference-static-record-

ed-from-ghetto-blaster, 345084__metrostock99__helicopter-overhead-v-1-clean-
final, 348350__achats57__siren-milan, 395601__beeproductive__helicopter, 

25271__freesound__to-be-booed-ses, 102108__sagetyrtle__072510-distant-cheer, 
149140__satanicupsman__dslr-mirror-slaps, 178524__islabonita__parliament-sq, 

187908__efecto-fundador__simulated-spanish-radio-commercial, 
221568__alaskarobotics__cheering-and-clapping-crowd, 259965__signtoast__-

big-ben-chimes-in-new-year-1988, 264378__howardv__crowd-booing, 
266184__pan14__cheering-church, 273213__e-vice__hang-up-tone, 278204__ian-
stargem__switch-flip, 330298__maycuddlepie__siren, 333404__jayfrosting__cheer, 

346685__adam-n__crowd-cheer, 354037__nc3studios08__applause, 
360703__eguobyte__large-crowd-medium-distance-stereo, 384401__fill-
mat__crowd-mob-riot-noise-voices-only-14-people-2-minutes-henry-vi, 

391326__ojosdedurazno__light-applause, 52004__scarfield__door-buzzzzer, 
104029__rutgermuller__scream2-hissy, 154675__crcavol__sliding-window, 

159742__conleec__amb-siren-police-pass, 169811__missozzy__female-scream, 
223652__trautwein__elevator-inside, 347334__gladkiy__berlin-friedrichstrae-po-

lice-car-siren-xy, 363084__fractalstudios__light-switch, 385283__mullum-
bimby__horn-doppler, 395278__sejebel__door-unlocking, 396327__superphat__-

semiautorifle, 398277__flashtrauma__kettle, 34765__digifishmusic__binau-
ral-thunder-a, 81210__kfargo22__printer-sound, 99219__mtadder__boop, 

139324__mxsmanic__parisian-fire-truck-siren, 155720__chrisw92__ma-
chine-hum-clean, 164206__danjocross__rain-very-heavy-with-thunder, 

169261__tm1000__1903-springfield, 169859__timbre__low-pulsating-hum, 
184211__soundstack__thunder-zoom-h1-04-07-13-96khz-24bit, 188291__djgog-

gles__gun-sounds, 191131__yacou__helicopter-and-thunder, 210102__eipei-
knip__brass-bullet-shell-drop-onto-concrete-multiple-takes, 215416__un-

fa__short-ping, 220181__gameaudio__computer-beep, 235592__tcrocker68__-
girl-scream, 235702__speedygonzo__bodyfall-wood-surface, 250194__em-

ma7073__vending-machine, 262598__ricexzeeb__gun-cocking-sound, 269625__-
jaimage__vendingmachine-purchase-sounds, 275060__ate-m-hes__3d-printer, 

321661__camiloiriarte__fire-truck-siren, 324417__rajaraman__rain-and-thunder, 
338109__splicesound__heavy-rain-splatty-on-stone, 345483__isbeorn__exhales, 

350628__cinemabursts__rain, 365482__caitlin-100__camera-beeps-noises, 
384359__ali-6868__waves-crashing-against-wall-breakwater, 398814__anthou-

sai__vinyl-out-0301, 115622__nickrave__endofrecord33rpm, 34765__digifishmu-
sic__binaural-thunder-a, 131924__felix-blume__a-windmill-is-squeak-

ing-alone-in-the-desert-usa-arizona, 165308__stc__cycle, 204757__yuval__carou-
sel-playground-piezo, 213957__felix-blume__windmill-mechanism-record-

ed-very-close-in-a-field-in-new-mexico-usa, 244983__ani-music__ani-big-pipe-hit, 
249929__hintringer__water-splash-and-flounder-about-in-a-puddle, 141187__fe-

lix-blume__a-demonstration-in-bask-country-celebra-
ting-the-release-of-an-eta-member, 160493__bansemer__large-crowd-applause.

CAST
(in order of appearance, excluding “*”)

Marsha Everlyn: Tanya Fear*
The Interrogator: Angus Wright

Sophie Keller: Fiona Button,
Joan Harrison: Jenny Agutter
Lester Lewis: Samuel West
Felix Harrison: Harry Lloyd
The Priest: Shane Taylor,

Ben Lockdale: Alexander Cobb
Jake Samiero: William Hope
John Reading: James Fleet.

Additional ensemble roles performed by
Gregory Bunker & Freddy Cass.

Producer: Karl Broadway
Editor: Gregory Bunker

Writer, Director & Engineer: Freddy Cass

All original material recorded at 96khz/24bit at New Time 
Studios (foley & ADR) and the Bridge Studios (dialogue)

in Lambeth, London. 

Assistant Engineer at the Bridge Studios: Ben Sorab.

Approx. total run time: 2 hrs 41 min

C A L A I S
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℗ & © 2018 NEW TIME PRODUCTIONS LTD.

ALL COPYRIGHT NOTICES REFER TO “CALAIS 2037” AS A COM-
PLETE WORK AND ALL ORIGINAL SOUND RECORDED BY NEW 

TIME PRODUCTIONS LTD. COPYRIGHT NOTICES DO NOT 
REFER TO THOSE INDIVIDUAL SOUNDS USED IN THE WORK 
LICENSED UNDER CREATIVE COMMONS 0 & 1.0. FOR A FULL 

LIST OF CC 1.0 LICENSES USED SEE “LINER NOTES”, AVAILABLE 
ON THE OFFICIAL PODCAST FEED ON APPLE PODCASTS OR AS 

A FREE DOWNLOAD AT “NEWTIME.PRODUCTIONS”.

ALL PHOTOS © 2018 NEW TIME PRODUCTIONS LTD.

“LINER NOTES” WAS DESIGNED BY NEW TIME’S IN-HOUSE 
GRAPHIC DESIGN TEAM AND IS AN OFFICIAL PRODUCT OF 

NEW TIME PRODUCTIONS LTD.

For more information, please visit newtime.productions or 
contact us at info@newtime.productions
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IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE

First Person Immersive (FPI) audio utilises binaural technology 
and requires the use of stereo headphones/earphones. Lis-
tening to FPI audio while operating a motor vehicle, motorcy-
cle, watercraft or bicycle may be dangerous, and is illegal in 

some jurisdictions, just as use of headphones/earphones with 
both ears covered while driving is not permitted in certain ju-
risdictions. Check your local laws. Use caution when listening 
to FPI audio while engaging in any activity that requires your 

full attention. While engaging in any such activity, removing the 
headphones from your ears or turning off your headphones 

will keep you from being distracted, so as to avoid accident or 
injury. Please note that permanent hearing loss may result 
from long-term exposure to sound at high volumes. Use as 

low a volume as possible. By downloading and listening to this 
product you agree this is entirely at your own risk and liability. 
As far as permitted by law, New Time Productions Ltd disclaim 
all liability related to any property damage, personal injury, or 
death that may occur during your use of this product, includ-
ing claims based on breach of any law, rule, or regulation or 

your alleged negligence or other legal liability. “Calais 2037” is a 
work of fiction. Apart from the named cast and locations, 

people, businesses, characters, places and events mentioned 
are used fictitiously, for entertainment purposes. Any resem-

blance to actual events, names, places or people, living or 
dead, is entirely coincidental.
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